
Root 7X mini - Design meets Precision

Thinking ahead. Focused on life. MoRlTA
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Built on the industry standard Root ZX
technology, Root ZX mini measures in
both wet or dry canal conditions with
class-leadin g accu racy.

Accurate Measurement
Utilizing the ratio technique, Root ZX mini provides a highly
accurate indication of the file's location. The accuracy of the
measurement is not affected by the presence or absence
of blood, other discharges, electrolytes, saline, tap water, or
hydrogen peroxide.

No Zero Adjustment
It is not necessary to set the device on zero before measuring
each individuaI canal.

Automatic calibration
Automatic caIibration ensures accuracy and eliminates the effect
of changes in temperature, moisture, etc, inside the canal, even
during the treatment,

Color Liquid Crystal Display
The color Iiquid crystal disp|ay is easy to read, providing a cIear
progressive display and high contrast.
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Root ZX mini Measures Root Canals
Accurately and Precisely

Actuai size

The meter is activated when
the file is inserted into a root
cana|. The number of bars re-
maining before the file reaches
the flash bar is shown in the
lower left corner of the display.

The positions of the Flash Bar and the
Memory Bar Can Be Set as Guides for
Canal Measurement and Enlargement.

1 - Flash Bar
The reference point for measurement or
en|argement can be set anywhere between
2 and APEX.

2 - Memory Bar
lt can be used to mark the beginning of a

sharp curve or some certain distance f rom
the apex. lt can also be used as a guide
when the file size is changed íor canaI
en|argement. The memory bar can be set
on|y by the measurement state.

When the file t|p reaches a

position near the apex, the
bar color changes to green to
indicate you have reached a

critical area,

3 - lnformation Display
Number of bars Ieft beíore flash bar is
reached (during measurement). Memory no.
for flash bar (without measurement).

4 - Liquid Crystal Display

5 - Canal Length lndicator Bars

6 - Sound Volume (off, low, high)

7 - Battery Power lndicator
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The smaII triangIe on the right
side of the meter indicates
the point set for reference,

The position of the apex is
represented by the word
"APEX". The meter bars in

this area are pink,



Specifications

Weight: 1 10 g

Specifications
Name Root ZX mini

Model RCM-7

Rating Dc 4-5 V

Power Comsumption 0,2 W

Size W60 mm x D 103 mm x H 57 mm

Weight approX 1109
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Root zx mini Accessories
"l x probe cord
3 x file holders
5 x contrary electrodes
1 x cana|-|ength tester
3 x DC 1.5 V AAA size battery


